
SPEED2019 
Stimulating Physics East of England Day 
Netherhall School, Cambridge, CB1 8NN 
Saturday 5 October 2019 

 

Programme 

09:30 – 10:00 Registration 

10:00 – 10:20 Welcome 

10:20 – 11:20 Session 1 (Workshops A - K) 

11:25 – 12:25   Session 2 (Workshops B – L) 
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch 

13:35 – 14:35 Session 3 (Workshops E – M) 
14:40 – 15:40 Session 4 (Elevator Pitches) 

15:40 – 16:00 Plenary and raffle 
16:00 Close 

 
Choosing your workshops 
Please read about all the workshops before booking online.  
 

Sessions 1 - 3 
Workshop DD lasts two hours. If you choose this workshop, it will fill session 1 
and session 2. Please make sure you book it for both sessions. 

All other workshops last one hour. 
Workshops A, DD, H, I and K are especially suitable for technicians (but also 

suitable for teachers). 
Workshops B, C, E, F, G, and M will include lots of guidance/discussion for 
teachers; these are probably less appropriate for technicians. 

Choose three workshops (or two if you include workshop DD). 
 
Session 4 

Elevator pitches – everyone will get to see 10 very brief presentations. After the 
presentations, each presenter will have a table-top stand and each will be available to 

answer questions. Delegates can choose which stands they visit.  
 

How to register 
Book your place at talkphysics.org/events/speed2019 
 
Early Bird booking: the first 70 

bookings made by 11 Aug determine 
the timetable for the day. Book ‘Early 

Bird’ and we guarantee your workshop 
choice will be available. 

Late Booking: if you book later, you’ll 

find that some workshops are not 
repeated throughout the day; and 

some workshop combinations might 
not be possible. 

 
If you have any problems booking or questions about the day, email education-leak@iop.org 

 

Tweet using #SPEED2019 
  

https://www.talkphysics.org/events/speed2019


Workshop  Overview  

A 

Planetarium 

KS3 – KS5 

Workshop 

Nigel Betts 

This session will look at how to use a mobile planetarium 
in a school to provide an engaging and stimulating 

learning environment to help encourage interest in STEM 
subjects. The session will also look at how this unusual 
environment can be used in areas of Science other than 

Astronomy. 

Ideal for technicians and teachers 

Nigel Betts is a Physics Teacher at Mark Rutherford School, Bedford. 

B 

50 Things (at 
least) That 

Everyone 
Teaching 
Physics 

Should Know 

KS3 – KS4 

Workshop 

James de 
Winter 

If every beginning science teacher only had one hour of 
support to help their 11-16 physics teaching, this would be 

it. Advice, ideas, activities and opinion. The most densely 
packed session on teaching physics in SPEED history, ever 
(possibly). Designed for early career teachers of all subject 

backgrounds, but all welcome. 

James de Winter is PGCE Physics Tutor at the Faculty of Education in 

Cambridge, he also works with the Ogden Trust supporting early 

career physics teachers. 

C 

Memorising 
and 

Rearranging 
Equations 

KS3 – KS4 

Workshop 

Alan Denton 

What can we do to help KS3 and KS4 students to 
remember the equations required by the physics GCSE, 

and to be comfortable in rearranging them? 

Alan Denton is a School-based Physics Coach and runs non-specialist 

TSST training courses throughout the region. 

DD 

Tour of 
Engineering 
Department 

KS3 – KS5 

Tour 

DOUBLE 
SESSION 

Maria Kettle 

This activity will show off Engineering as a creative, 
exciting and well paid career. It will provide an opportunity 
to find out about the diversity of the profession, the 

different kinds of workers that are needed and the pros 
and cons of the different routes into this field.  See some of 

our world class research facilities and find out how the 
Department of Engineering at the University of Cambridge 
supports teachers. 

Ideal for technicians and teachers 

Maria Kettle is Outreach Officer for the Department of Engineering, 

University of Cambridge. 

 
  



Workshop  Overview  

E 

Unconscious 
Bias 

KS3 – KS5 

Workshop 

Esther Mander 

Unconscious bias impacts everything you see around you; 
it is a brain process that helps you function. Without it we 

wouldn't be able to move through our day or be effective 
members of society. There is a darker side to unconscious 
bias, and one whose effect we see in our schools, colleges 

and industry. To really understand it, we have to become 
aware our own biases. After this workshop you will 

understand what unconscious bias is, its impact in the 
classroom and strategies to help mitigate any negative 
impact. Please take the IAT gender focused test before 

taking part - 
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/uk/takeatest.html 

Esther Mander is a Gender Balance Officer for the IOP’s SPN 

programme. 

F 

How to 

Support 
Teachers of 
Physics 

 

Workshop 

Jessica 
Rowson 

This session is for physics specialists looking to support 

the teaching of physics across the department and/or 
through a network of schools. We will be looking at 
different kinds of knowledge and expertise needed for 

science teaching (e.g Subject Matter Knowledge, 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge). This will help us identify 

different areas that teachers may be struggling with and 
how we, as experienced specialists, can help in an effective 
and sympathetic way. 

Jessica Rowson is IOP Regional Education Manager for London, East 

Anglia and Kent. 

G 

Embedding 
Isaac Physics 

KS4 – KS5 

Workshop 

David Buckley 

This session will focus on reducing your workload by using 
Isaac’s Skills Mastery materials: you’ll do some questions, 
we’ll talk about how best to use them, and you’ll embed 

some Isaac in your teaching schemes. 

Bring a scheme of work (any GCSE or A level topic that 
includes calculating!) to embed Isaac in it. 

This session will assume familiarity with setting Isaac 
assignments; if necessary, please book a place on an 

online introduction to teaching with Isaac - 
isaacphysics.org/events?types=teacher,virtual 

David Buckley is Head of Physics at Mayflower High School, Billericay. 

 
  

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/uk/takeatest.html
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/uk/takeatest.html
https://isaacphysics.org/events?types=teacher,virtual


Workshop  Overview  

H 

GCSE 
Practicals 

KS4 

Practical 
Workshop 

Roger Rande 

 

A selection of the core/required practical investigations 
that must be carried out for the new specifications. You 

will have time to try the experiments, discuss approaches, 
and source apparatus. Feel free to sign up to this 
workshop in more than one session if you want to explore 

the core practicals in detail. The practicals include: 
Investigating Circuits; Investigating Specific Heat Capacity: 

Investigating Density; Investigating Springs; Investigating 
F=ma; Investigating Waves. 

Ideal for technicians and teachers 

Roger Rande is a School-based Physics Coach at County Upper School, 

Bury St Edmunds. 

I 

Waves 

KS3 – KS4 

Practical 

Workshop 

Robert Birke 

This session is practically based with a 'hands-on' 
approach. It will look at different waves and what they 
have in common as well as differences. There will be some 

introductory activities and the opportunity to look at 
alternative set-ups for the GCSE required practical 

activities, some of which might also be helpful beyond KS4. 

Ideal for technicians and teachers 

Robert Birke is an IOP physics coach currently working on the Future 
Physics Leaders Project in Ipswich and supporting technicians across 

other IOP projects. Previously he worked on the SPN project in Essex 

and North East London. 

J 

Activities for 
Teaching 

Energy 

KS3 – KS4 

Workshop 

Eleanor Wylie 

This session will introduce some discussion and practical 
teaching activities that you can use with KS3 or GCSE 

students to teach ideas about energy, using the ideas of 
energy stores and pathways. There will be discussion of 

the changes in language and approach that have been 
embedded into the new GCSEs and example teaching and 
learning activities. 

Eleanor Wylie is an IOP coach currently working on the Future Physics 

Leaders and Improving Gender Balance programmes in Norfolk and 
also on programmes in Tanzania. 

K 

Circuits 

KS3 – KS5 

Practical 

Workshop 

John Parsons 

Students, teachers and technicians sometimes struggle 

with electric circuit experiments particularly when things 
don't work as expected. This session will help you 

understand what goes wrong, know how to avoid problems 
and troubleshoot faulty circuits. We will explore the use of 
readily available multimeters. Please bring your own 

multimeter if you would like help with it! 

Ideal for technicians and teachers 

John Parsons is an IOP coach based in Chelmsford, 

currently working to support school based physics coaches 
and as a member of the Professional Practice Group. 

 
  



Workshop  Overview  

L 

A Level Lab 
Book and     

A* Problems  

KS5 

Workshop 

Justin 
Palfreyman 

Part 1: Years of work and re-work have gone into 
developing a solution to running and managing the new A 

Level practical endorsement - a bespoke lab book that lets 
the practicals practically run themselves. You'll get a hard 
and editable electronic copy of the teacher version 

(including notes and mark schemes), so you can tailor the 
lab book to suit your time/equipment needs. 

Part 2: A collection of resources to stretch and challenge 
the most able A Level students will be shared and 
discussed. These aim to equip you to confidently run 

preparation sessions for the BPhO, Physics Brawl, PAT etc. 

Bring a laptop or USB drive to take away the materials 
from this session. 

Justin Palfreyman has been hub co-ordinator for the East London 

regional branches of the IOP Capital Physics project and Ogden 
Secondary Partnership. Outside the classroom, he is involved in the 

"Preparing for the PAT" course at Oxford, and he writes exam papers 

for CIE. 

M 

Ride Your 
Way to 

Success in 
Teaching 

Forces 

KS3 – KS5 

Workshop 

James de 
Winter and 

Alan Denton 

The bicycle is one of the greatest locomotive machines ever 
invented. It is also a perfect vehicle for you to teach almost 

all of forces for KS3 and GCSE. In this session we’ll look at 
the physics behind, within and around a bike. The gas 

laws in a tyre, aerodynamics with the ‘super tuck’, circular 
motion in the velodrome and how to tune your spokes. 
May include actual cycling. 

James de Winter is PGCE Physics Tutor at the Faculty of Education in 

Cambridge, he also works with the Ogden Trust supporting early 
career physics teachers. 

Alan Denton is a School Based Physics Coach, and runs non-specialist 

TSST training courses throughout the region.. 

 
 


